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The purpose of this computational study is to measure and evaluate the interaction
between rimantadine drug with different plate-like nanostructures.
The interactions between the diamondoid rimantadine molecule and nanosheets
including graphene, boron-doped graphene (BC3), and aluminum, silicon,
phosphorus and gallium doped BC3 have been studied using the B3LYP method
with a basis set of 6-31G(d) by Gaussian software 09. A poor energy interaction
between the rimantadine drug molecule and the graphene nanoparticle was
observed. The Ead (adsorption energy) and Eg (gap energy) of BC3 and Al-, Si-, P-,
Ga-doped BC3 nanosheets with rimantadine have been calculated. The results show
that the Si-doped BC3 nanoparticle is the best sensor for rimantadine drug.
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properties, and high and adjustable thermal conductivity,
have made the world of science and media think and
research about this material. Graphene is known as an
electrical conductor in the absence of a band gap. In a
graphene sheet, each carbon atom has a free bond outside
the sheet.6 This bond is a good site to put some functional
groups as well as hydrogen atoms. The bond between the
carbon atoms here is covalent and very strong.7,8 The BC3
nanoplate has a geometric structure almost identical to
that of graphene nanoplates, except that some of the
carbon atoms in the graphene nanoplate have been
replaced by boron atoms (so that the carbon atoms are
surrounded by boron atoms) to form a nanosheet called
BC3.9 It should be noted that the BC3 nanosheet is an
indirect semiconductor with a gap, while the graphene
nanosheet is a zero semiconductor. Theoretical research
has shown that the electronic properties of the BC3

1. Introduction
Diamondoids (also called nanodiamonds) are cage
saturated hydrocarbon molecules that can be
superimposed on the diamond lattice.1 Thus diamondoids
which resemble parts of the diamond lattice, are members
of the carbon nanostructure family. The simplest of these
diamondoids, with the common name “adamantane”, is a
tricyclic C10H16 isomer. Diamondoids are very attractive
nanoscale building blocks (0.5–2 nm).2 The most widely
known functionalized adamantane is 1-aminoadamantane
(also known as amantadine), which is both an antiviral
and anti-parkinson drug.3 Graphene is a term used to
describe very thin strips of graphite monolayers. If we
consider graphite as a booklet of parallel sheets, each
sheet is called graphene. Graphene is called the magic of
the 21st century.4,5 This material, which is the strongest
material studied to date, is said to be a good alternative to
silicon. The strange and magical properties of graphene,
such as: high electrical conductivity, hardness, very high
mechanical strength, excellent optical and surface

nanosheet are amazingly adjustable.10 At 300 to 600 K the
BC3 monolayer nanosheet can maintain its structure well,
even at temperatures above 1000 K it can withstand
minor deviations that are not sufficient to destroy the C-
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C and C-B bonds. If one of the carbons in the BC3
structure is replaced by nitrogen, the structure is
displayed as BC2N. By doping aluminum, silicon,
phosphorus, gallium, etc. atoms into BC3 nanostructure,
doped BC3 nanosheets can be formed with each of the
atoms.11,12
2. Computer details

be within the normal range and suitable range for both
adsorption and desorption. In this case, it can be said that
the nanoparticle can act as a sensor. In addition, if the
drug is adsorbed on nanoparticles, the Homo-Lumo
difference must be reduced to increase the electrical
conductivity of graphene nanoparticles due to the
adsorption of Rimantadine on its outer wall, which forms
the basis of BC3 graphene sensors. Our main goal is to
use the density density theory (DFT) calculations to
theoretically investigate the electrical sensitivity of
graphene, BC3 nanostructures and their doped forms, as
well as to investigate whether or not the adsorption and
desorption of Rimantadine molecule on graphene and
BC3 nanosheets are favorable. And its duplicated forms.
According to the formula of absorption energy:

Density citizenship theory is used as a useful
computational method for calculating electronic
correlations and can often produce MP2 computational
quality results almost simultaneously with the time
required for computations (HF).13 The energy of the nelectron system can be expressed in terms of the electron
probability density. That is, the density as a whole is a
function of spatial coordinates, which is called the DFT
method.14,15 In the DFT method, the electronic energy of
the system, based on the Cohen-Sham equation, is written
as follows.
ε = ε 𝑇 + ε 𝑉 + ε 𝐽 + ε𝑋𝐶

Ead = E adsorption = EComplex – Enano – Edrug + BSSE

(2)

(1)

Where E(nano) the total energy of the nanosheet, E(drug)Total
energy of the drug Rimantadine, E (Rimantadine /adsorbent) The
total energy of the drug amantadine absorbed on the
adsorbent surface and E(BSSE) The matching error is the
base set for all absorption energies. The closer the amount
of adsorption energy or (E adsorption) is to the range of
20, the more stable the complex will be. But this theory
also depends on another factor called energy gap.19 To get
% ΔEg you have to use the following equation:

Where ε 𝑇 is the expression for kinetic energy that
increases with the motion of electrons. And ε 𝑉 The term
energy is a potential that includes nucleus-electron and
nucleus-nucleus interactions. ε 𝐽 The term energy is an
electron repulsion - electron. ε𝑋𝐶 It is related to the
correlation energy and the exchange of electrons.16

(3)

% ΔEg= (Eg-complex – Eg-nano) / Eg-nano× 100

(4)

Different DFT methods are obtained by combining
different types of exchange functions with correlation
functions. In this research, GaussView graphic software
is used to draw complexes. In order to optimize the
desired complexes, Gaussian09 software has been used in
Linux operating system.

Egap = Eg= ELUMO – EHOMO

The larger the % ΔEg complex, the greater the nanosheet
sensitivity to the drug. As a result, the nanosheet is a good
sensor for the drug.

Among the DFT methods, the B3LYP method is widely
used in chemical processes and is used for large
molecules and complex systems. In the B3LYP method,
the Beck gradient correction exchange function is
combined with the Li, Yang, and Par gradient correlation
function. In general, in the B3LYP method, the number 3
indicates the application of three experimental
parameters in the Beck exchange function.18

In this research, two tables have been considered for
possible complexes between amantadine drug molecule
and graphene nanosheets, BC3 and BC3 nanosheets
doped with Si, Al, P, Ga atoms. In the first table (Table1),
the absorption energy and bond length are changed, and
in the next table (Table2), the Homo and Lomo energies
are examined in terms of electron volts and Hartree, as
well as their stiffness. The difference in energy levels
between Homo and Lumo indicates electrical
conductivity. Also to compare whether amantadine
interacts better with graphene sensors or with BC3
nanosheet and its doped forms, One of the boron atoms
of nanosheet BC3 has been replaced with atoms of
silicon, phosphorus, gallium and aluminum and the
resulting absolute energy, bond length, Homo energy,
and Lumo complexes have been investigated.

3. Results and Discussion
The absorption of amantadine on nanoparticles is very
important. The purpose of this research is the ability of
graphene nanoparticles to absorb and detect amantadine
and whether it is a sensor. It is important in the ability of
the sensor to be the two factors of energy absorption and
the Lumo-Homo difference. The adsorption energy must
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Table 1. Comparison of energy of raw materials, products and
enthalpy changes
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E ) محصوالتau (

Nano
structure

∆Et = E

محصوالت

- E  (مواد اولیهau )

energy of Ead Rimantadine and graphene nanosheet is
about -2.06 kcal / mol (Table 1). The highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) is located at -3.74 eV and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is located
at -3.56 eV. Thus, Eg is obtained at about 0.18 eV (Table
2). The Rimantadine-graphene Eg complex has not
changed from the graphene nanosheet.

( kcal/mol )
∆Et

RimantadineBC3

-4107/56

-0/038

-23/96

Rimantadine
-BC3-Al

-4325/07

-0/045

-28/72

Rimantadine
-BC3-Si

-4372/06

-0/030

-19/32

Rimantadine
-BC3-Ga

-6005/46

-0/032

-20/41

Rimantadine
-BC3-P

-4424/02

-0/032

-20/31

Rimantadine
-Graphene

-4425/59

Figure 1. Optimized structure of amantadine molecule
complex with graphene nanosheet.
-0/0032

-2/068

4.1.2. Amantadine complex and nanosheet BC3
The amantadine molecule can approach the BC3
nanoparticle boron atom through its nitrogen atom, A
complex between an N atom in Rimantadine with a free
ΔEg
electron pair and a B atom with an empty orbital can be
%
formed (Scheme 2). The absolute energy of this complex
is about -2577537.74 kcal bermol. The adsorption
energy (Ead) in the Rimantadine-BC3 complex is
approximately -23.96 kcal / mol (Table 1), which is
higher than the Ead of the amantadine-graphene
complex The highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) is at -6.18 and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) is at -3.66 eV. Thus, Eg is
obtained at about 2.51 eV (Table 2). Eg The
-7/4
Rimantadine -BC3 complex is reduced from 2.51 to 2.71
electron volts compared to the BC3 nanosheet, which is
14/3
much more than the amount of the grapheneRimantadine nanosheet.
56/6

Table 2. Comparison of Homo, Lomo and Hardness Energy for
Thirteen Possibilities of Rimantadine Approaching Graphene,
BC3 Nanosheets and Doped Derivatives
Nano
structure

EHOMO
(H)

EHOMO
(eV)

ELUMO(H)

ELUMO
(eV)

η(H)
=εL-εH

η(eV)
=εL-εH

BC3

-0/23

-6/46

-0/137

-3/74

0/099

2/71

BC3-AL

-0/22

-6/18

-0/136

-3/71

0/090

2/47

BC3-Si

-0/18

-5/04

-0/137

-3/74

0/047

1/30

BC3-Ga

-0/22

-6/16

-0/136

-3/71

0/088

2/41

BC3-P

-0/21

-5/93

-0/137

-3/75

0/079

2/17

Graphene

-0/13

-3/77

-0/131

-3/59

0/006

0/18

Rimantadin
e
Rimantadin
e -BC3
Rimantadin
e -BC3-Al

-0/20

-5/67

-0/069

-1/88

0/139

3/79

-0/22

-6/18

-0/134

-3/66

0/092

2/51

-0/20

-5/66

-0/130

-3/55

0/077

2/11

Rimantadin
e -BC3-Si

-0/15

-4/09

-0/129

-3/52

0/02

0/56

Rimantadin
e -BC3-Ga

-0/21

-5/85

-0/134

-3/66

0/08

2/19

9/14

Rimantadin
e -BC3-P

-0/21

-5/83

-0/130

-3/55

0/083

2/28

4/9

Rimantadin
e -Graphene

-0/13

-3/74

-0/130

-3/56

0/006

0/18

0

Figure 2. Optimized structure of Rimantadine molecule
complex with BC3 nanosheet.

4. Experimental

4.1.3. Rimantadine complex and BC3-Al nanosheet

4.1. Rimantadine drug complexes and BC3 and graphene
nanosheets.
Complexes formed by the drug molecule amantadine
with nanosheets are investigated in several dimensions.

The Rimantadine molecule complexes its amino portion
with the BC3-Al nanosheet aluminum atom through the
nitrogen atom (Scheme 3). The absolute energy of this
complex is approximately 274030.27 kcal / mol. The

4.1.1. Rimantadine complex and graphene nanosheet

adsorption energy (Ead) in the Rimantadine-nanosheet
complex BC3-Al is about -28.72 kcal / mol, which is
higher than the Ead of the Rimantadine-BC3 complex .
Table 1 presents the characteristics of the optimized

The Rimantadine molecule complexes its amino moiety
with the carbon atom of the graphene nanoseet through
the nitrogen atom (Scheme 1). The absolute energy of this
complex is about -2777103.94 kcal / mol. The absorption
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structure of the Rimantadine molecule complex with
BC3-Al nanosheet. The highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) is at -5.66 eV and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) is at -3.55 eV. Thus, Eg is
obtained around eV 2.11 (Table 2). Eg The RimantadineBC3-Al nanosheet complex has been reduced to 2.47
electron volts compared to the BC3-Al nanosheet 2.11,
which is much more than the amount of the BC3Rimantadine nanosheet complex.

complex is approximately 3768489.43 kcal / mol. The
adsorption energy (Ead) in the Rimantadine-nanosheet
complex BC3-Ga is approximately -20.41 kcal / mol,
which is higher than the Ead of the Rimantadinenanosheet complex BC3-Si. Table 1 presents the
characteristics of the optimized structure of the
Rimantadine molecule complex with BC3-Ga nanosheet.
The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is -5.85
at eV and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) is -3.66 at eV. Thus, Eg is obtained at about 2.19
eV (Table2). The Rimantadine-nanosheet complex of
BC3-Ga is reduced from 2.19 to 2.41 electron volts
compared to the BC3-Ga nanosheet, which is less than
the amount of Rimantadine-nanosheet BC3-Si complex.

Figure 3. Optimized structure of Rimantadine molecule
complex with BC3-Al nanosheet.

4.1.4. Rimantadine complex and BC3-Si nanosheet
The Rimantadine molecule forms a complex with its
BC3-Si nanosheet silicon atom through its nitrogen atom
(Scheme 4). The absolute energy of this complex is
approximately 2743504.36 kcal / mol. The adsorption
energy (Ead) in the Rimantadine-nanosheet complex
BC3-Si is about -19.32 kcal / mol, which is less than the
Ead of the Rimantadine-nanosheet BC3-Al complex.
Table 1 presents the specifications of the optimized
structure of the Rimantadine molecule complex with
BC3-Si nanosheet. The highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) is at -4.09 eV and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) is at -3.52 eV. Thus, Eg is
obtained at about 0.56 eV (Table2). The Rimantadinenanosheet complex BC3-Si is reduced from 0.56 to 1.30
electron volts compared to the BC3-Si nanosheet, which
is much more than the Rimantadine-nanosheet BC3-Al
complex.

Figure 5. Optimized structure of Rimantadine molecule
complex with BC3-Ga nanosheet.

4.1.7. Rimantadine complex and BC3-P nanosheet
The Rimantadine molecule forms a complex with the
BC3-P nanosheet phosphorus atom through its nitrogen
atom (Scheme 6). The absolute energy of this complex is
approximately 277612018.03 kcal / mol. The adsorption
energy of Ead in the Rimantadine-nanosheet complex
BC3-P is about -20.31 kcal / mol, which is less than the
Ead of the Rimantadine-nanosheet BC3-Ga complex.
Table 1 presents the characteristics of the optimized
structure of the Rimantadine molecule complex with
BC3-P nanosheet. The highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) is at -5.83 eV and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) is at -3.55 eV. Thus, Eg is
obtained at about 2.28 eV (Table2). The Rimantadinenanosheet complex BC3-P has increased from 2.28 to
2.17 electron volts compared to the Rimantadine
nanosheet complex BC3-P, which is not appropriate at
all.

Figure 4. Optimized structure of Rimantadine molecule
complex with BC3-Si nanosheet.

4.1.5. Rimantadine complex and BC3-Ga nanosheet
The Rimantadine molecule complexes its amino moiety
with the BC3-Ga nanosheet gallium atom through its
nitrogen atom (Scheme 5). The absolute energy of this
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Figure 6. Optimized structure of Rimantadine molecule
complex with BC3-P nanosheet.
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Table 3. Rimantadine drug molecule complexes with BC3
nanoplate and BC3 doped in terms of Homo-Lomo energy

name

structure

RimantadineGraphene

HOMO

RimantadineBC3

5. Conclusion

In conclusion The interactions between the Rimantadine

LUMO



HOMO



LUMO

molecule and nanoparticles including graphene, BC3, and
doped BC3 with aluminum, silicon, phosphorus and gallium
atoms have been studied using the B3LYP method with a
basis set of 6-31G(d) by Gaussian software 09. The
interaction between the Rimantadine drug molecule and the
graphene nanoparticle show a poor energy interactions to
Rimantadine. The interaction between the BC3 nanosheet and
the amantadine drug was also studied. The Ead (adsorption
energy) and Eg (gap energy) of BC3 and doped nanosheet
particles to Rimantadine were studied.
The changes in Ead for complexes are as follows:
BC3-Al/Rimantadine > BC3/Rimantadine > BC3Ga/Rimantadine
>
BC3-P/Rimantadine
>
BC3Si/Rimantadine > Graphene/Rimantadine
The changes in Eg for complexes are as follows:
BC3-Si/Rimantadine > BC3-Al/Rimantadine > BC3Ga/Rimantadine
>
BC3/Rimantadine
>
Graphene/Rimantadine > BC3-P/Rimantadine
We conclude that the doped BC3 nanoparticle with

silicon atom is the best sensor for Rimantadine drug.
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